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The aim of this lecture Is to reveal soae interesting 

aspects resulting from treating optical natters in the phase 

space (PS) . It is hoped that the PS will 'jail more attention 

from the specialists in the coherent and also noncoherent, 

classical optics. 

The lecture comprises five parts. In the first part, 

after a brief historical outline» examples leading to PS re -

presentation of a Gaussian optical beam are presented.The con

cept of phase space enittance (PSE) of a beam is defined. 

The second part presents the incoherent and coherent 

optical sources and their PSE. Some transforms of the PSE con

tours due to the propagation through simple optical elements 

are presented,too. 

The third part deals with an experimental method and 

device we developed for measuring the optical beam PS«, for il

lustrating the above transforms and also for lens, aberrations 

measurements. 

The fourth part extends the linear system theory concepts 

to optical systems in the PS. 

In the final part we briefly mention some applications 

of the P8 treatment of optical beams. 

1. EXAMPLES LEAPING TO THE ?S REPRESENTATION OF A GAUSSIAH 

SEAM. THE PSE Of AW OPTICAL SEAM. 

1.1.Suiti kit tony 

The analogy between the mvvemant of a particle le * gi

ven potential distribution and the propagation of a light ray 
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in an inhomogeneous medium is known since Hamilton's work, (about 

1835). The well known results of {-.he early geometric optics were 

successfully applied in the field of mechanics, especially for 

treating the beams of charged particles obtained from accelera -

tors. In these problems the PS concept was extensively used 

S*lnce 1950 due to especially the works of T.Sigurgeirsson /l/, J. 

C.Slater, J.R.Pierce, B.G.Bereward 11/1 A.J.Lichtenberg /3/,V.I. 

Veksler, i.M.Kapcinskij and V.V.viadlmirskyi /*/, P.M.Lapostolle 

et al. In Rumania the PS treatment of charged particle beams 

was applied *y i.E.Teodorescu since 1962 in his lectures at the 

Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest and in designing the first 

Rumanian linear electron accelerator LINAC 101 at the Institute 

of Atomic Physics in Bucharest (now central Institute of Physics) 

The PS is the mathematical space of canonically conju

gated variables, the generalised coordinates q and the generalis

ed momenta p of the particles. Each (representative) point in the 

PS represents the state of a particle at a certain time and the 

movement of the particle corresponds to a trajectory in the PS.If 

there are many particles the ensemble of their states represents 

a closed domain in the PS at e certain time. If the particles 

nove through a losless medium the boundary of the PS domain chan

ges its shape but the total number of the representative points 

Inside the bounded domain AS well as its volume remain unchanged 

tLiouvilie's theorem). A representative point on the boundary re

mains on the boundary at every instant of time. These properties 

come from the fact that.there are no different particles with the 

same states at a certain time. Thus the whole evolution of a greet 

number of particles may be described by the boundary evolution of 

the representative points in the PS.The hypervolume enclosed by this 

exeeleat, tip te date reviev of P8 trtetssat of charted par
ticle besss /39/ csss tr our attention during the coapletios 
of the manuscript. 
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boundary is usually called the omittance of the charged particle 

beam /!/, /3/ and is an Invariant of the beaa if it propagates 

through nohdlssipatlve media. 

Since the discovery of lasers as coherent sources of 

light and the prob*—B associated with optical beaa propagation 

through media such as: light guides with nonunifora refractive 

index ; thermally induced refractive index gradient aedia; media 

for optimum coupling of a light beaa to a detector etc. soae 

of the PS concepts previously, used in charged particle b«aa 

optics and especially the Liouville's theorem ware applied to 

optical beaas. To our knowledge D.Narcuse (1966) at a suggestion 

of J.R.Pierce was the first that used the Liouville's thecrea to 

demonstrate the impossibility to construct a ray oscillation 

suppressor /?/. The same treatment was applied by D.Mavcuje /8/ 

to discuss the performance of an optical compressor and by M.C. 

Hudson /9/ in calculating the maximum optical coupling efficien

cy into multiaode optica] waveguides. H.Kooelnik /10/, w T.Wei -

ford and R.Winston /ll/ and J.A.Arnaud /12/ used more or less 

the PS representation of optical beams in problems associated 

to integrated optics, solar energy concentrators and beam mode 

propagation in square law media, respectively. In 1976 and 1977 

our work devoted to an emlttance measuring method and device for 

the LINAC 101 accelerator at Central institute of Physics and an 

optical simulation of the particle beam lead us to apply the PS 

treatment .nd the emit tan ce concept to an optical beair • As a re

sult we obtained an optical PSE measuring device which displays 

directly the unsaapled two-dimensional transverse emit.tance figu

re /13/ - /17/. 
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l.f. Pintitlt* «a<f «off tqmotion*. Tae PS *ep*e4eft4c<tt0a. 

In order to notice the analogy oetween the Movement of 

a particle and a ray in an inhoaogeneou» awdioa we present the 

Hamilton equations. The analogy is sore evident If we consider 

the classical (nonrelativistic) particle and the paraxial ray 

/18/. 

Nonrelativlstic particle Paraxial ray 

(1) 

1S_ 
»P« 

«-«b 
ft »p. 

* -

£-
> -

- « 

- « 

- I ! 

(3) 

dx m »H 
3* ^ 

• »pv 

dz >x 

Î* - - IS dz Jy 

(2) H ( x , y , & , p x , p y , p t ) - K ( p x* p y' , ' p * ) + 

+ V(x, y, z) 

where 

m - the nass of the particle 

V(x,y,z)- the potential 

H - the Haailtonlan 

x,y,z -the spatial coordinates 

P„/Pv/P_ -the momenta associated 
y to the spatial coordinates 

(4) H(x,y,px,py)« 

" înT(Px+P^-n<î"y, 

where 

n(x,y)»n0+An(x,y) 

An « nQ 

px ,_,2 
1+x'*•/' 

.> r. sin «JJ* n«x 

ny' 

* nx' "v 

t - the tine (Independent variable) Y i+x'
2+y'2 

fr ny'* 

% n sin «y 4 n8y 
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n(x,y) - the refractive index 

s - the axis near which the ray 

propagates 

Px»Py - the generalized momenta 

for the ray 

© - the angle between the ray and 

its projection on the (yz) 

plane. 

9 - the angle between the ray and 

Its projection on the (x,z) 

plane. 

Note that for a ray there are only four equations and 

the independent variable is the z coordinate, rather than the 

time i also the Hamiltonian and the momenta are dimension -

less. 

Considering only two generalized coordinates (q, p) the 

equations are formally the same, namely : 

»H 

(5) 

p . - 1M 

if we take into account the difference in the meaning of the Hamil

ton! ana and momenta and consider the dot like the total derivative, 

with respect to the tine for a particle and with respect to z for 

a ray. 

The PS is the mathematical space (q,p) >r U»y»»»Px#Py» 

p2) for a particle or (x,y,px,py) for a ray. considering only 

tne (q»p) space we may represent the movement of a particle and 

a particle beam as well as a ray and a light beam like in flg.l. 
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/ > • 

out rjuntCLt f out **Y Î 

tfAVY ri4*Tltt£S t 
(ât4H) 

HAUY *AYS 

rig. l 

B*pre*entation ia th* t«o coordinate* P8 of a 
aoraaeat of a partiel*. a ray» a particle beta 

and a light beta 

According to Llouville's theorem when the boundary enclos

ing the representative points of a bean in the PS is changer 

during the propagation of the beaa, the hypervoluae (the aaasure) 

of this encloaed doaaln reaaina unchanged provided the bean pro

pagates in a losleaa or nonaaplifying asdiua. Bene* this in -

variant is an lntrinaie parameter of the bean and its value 

(«os*times aultlplied by a constant factor) is called (in the op

tics of charged particle*) the eaittance of the beaa, or PS*. 
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1.3. SOME PROPERTIES Of THE PS RELATED TO AN OPTICAL SYSTEM 

The matter is which are the properties of the PS leading 

to an advantageous treatment of the optical systems and which is 

the result of applying the Liouvilie's theorem to such systems. 

In order to obtain the answer let us consider a general op

tical system like in fig. 2. 

^ ^ 

wfi/r m*r 

-r^j 
orr/cAL 
srsriAt 

* ^ ••4" ourn/r KW 

torvr 

y, 

ourrvr 

It 

Fig . 2 

A general optical systea baring an optical axis z. 
An input (output) ray i« characterized by a set of 
coordinate» «^(2)* yl(2) a n* "ft"1*1 x[{2)' yl(2)* 

The optical system converts an input set \X.,y^,xi,y[) 

into an output set ( Xj.y^fX^'^P * I n many P r a c t i c a l cases these 

sets are the coordinates of the PS. 

KppLiiation* o4 Liouvilli'A throKzm to optical *yitti* 

We may distinguish four types of optical systems and beams, 

as follows: 

a) General, stigmatic optical system and stigmatic beam PI. fot 

•uch a system arid beam any transversal coordinate may be chosAB 
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as x and the input-output relationships are 

(6) 

(Î) 

X~ * X—'*if X* # 

X^ » xţlXţ'Xj) 

The PS elementary v o l u m s are 

dv., dx-.dxi • J.dx1.dx^ 

where 

<7') 
Mx 2, x^) 

Is the Jacobian of the above transformation. 
The Liouville's theorem states that 

(B; 

such that 

dVĵ  - dV2 

(9) J 

b) Linear, stigmatic optical system, stigmatic beam /19/. 
There are only the x and x' coordinates of the PS and 

the input - output relationships are: 

(10) 
A B 

C D 
"1 
,> ! L "U 

with A, B, C, D - constants. 

The Liouvilie's theorem implies that : 

(11) det [::]• AD - BC - 1 
c) Linear, simple astigmatic (orthogonal) optical aystem and beam 
'20/. 

In this casa we muat consider a four dimensional PS which 
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is decomposable in two bidimensionaJ spaces. The input 

output relationships are : 

(12) 
2 

*2 

or 

"21 
(13) I 

L«iJ 
*2 

y 2 

l A B O O \ 

C 

O 

D O O 

O A' B' 

yl O O C' D' 
L fcJ L 

"1 

* i 

L'iJ 

A B 

C D 

A' B' 

C D' 

L~l 

*1 

with A, B, C, D, A', B', C , D' - constants. 

The Liouvilie's theorem implies that: 

(14) 
AD - BC » 1 

A'O'-B'J'-l 

d) Linear, general astigmatic (nonorthogonil? optical sŷ tc 

and bean /12/, /20/. 

A general linear inpat-output relationship holds: 

r 

(15) 

x 2 

*< 

* 2 

* 

* 

m 

M N 
L J L J 

H W 

1 — 
x i 
» ' i 

* i 

A 
where £ A J , [BJ » Lc J ,^DJ are 2 x 2 matrices with 

stent elements. 

The Liouvilie'8 theorem is of the general form: 
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B1 
= 1 

4c\mi o i thi type. 

Rzmaxcable. cuAve.* -in PS ukich a\t in\HS.K-iatit at tinta.*. tM.a.n.4-
f A 8 

This problem is treated by iichtenberg /3/ and consists 

in the following : 

a) Parallel straight lines are transformed into parallel 

straight lines. 

The equation of a line in q, p coordinates is : 

(17) px » mqĵ  + n 

while after the transformation 

(18) 

It becomes: 

ql 

Pi 

(19) P2 - -£-±-f- q2 • -a 
A + mB A • mB 

vlth 

AD - BC * I* 

i.e. the slope of the transformed line depends only on the 

slope of the initial one and parallel initial lines remain pa

rallel after the transformation. 

t̂  Ellipses are transformed loto ellipses . 

The B^atttoa of an elliptic contour In PS is : 

(20) 

y 
el 

or 
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(9) 

(l>) 

i 

2 

! > 

f d 

0 / 
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(c) i 'i\ 

w 

1 

1 

t-_-_-. 
L. 

f. 
1 
1 1 
f 

/ > • / > . -

1 

2 

—«1 
-_J 

."-3 
— i ••-
— I 

i 
i i 
2 

iv* 

cosd/% 

-y/njr^s/nt/^ 

an d M 

CCS 'Jt 

Fig. 3 -Practical linear, stigmatic optical systems and their ABCD 
matrices, (a) Free space of length dj (b) Thin converging lens of 
focal distance f; (c) Combined free space with thin converging lens; 
(d) A mediua vith transverse gradient of the refractive index ( gas 
lens, cv YAG:Hd laser).In all cases the relationship AD-BC-1 holds. 
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f21> 5 ^ + S pî - •n - e 

where : 

(22) c « — ellipse area » the emittance 

After the transformation the equation becomes i 

(23) S-(Dq-i " B p 2 ) 2 + S(Cq2 " A p 2 ) 2 " e 

or : 

(24) yq\ + 2aq2p2 + Bp* - * 

which represents also an elliptic contour, with : 

(25) y» - a =1, 

(which represents the Liouville's theorem). 

It is then sufficient to know only two of the three 

parameters a, 8, y to determine the ellipse shape.Also, 

two independent real parameters may be linked together in a 

singfle complex parameter; so the shape of the ellipse may 

be determined by a complex parameter. 

Two impoMant 6 imp It optical tyitzmi and tnii* action on t.kt. 

zlliplic c.ontouK in PS / 3 / . 

Let us consider the free space (fig. 3a) and the focus

ing lens (fig.3b) actions on an elliptic contour in PS (fig.4) 

For the free ?pace of length L, 

x2 * xl + Lxl 
(26) 

X2 Xl 
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co; (b) 
Jig. % 

Tie free space (a) and the focusing lens (b) actions 
oa a aya»etricalljr positioned ellipse in (x,x') F3 
representing a D«aa at the input of tbe optical system. 

and the initial symmetrically ellipse become a skew one, the 

marked points corresponding to x£ -,x£ - 0 remaining unchanged 

(fig. 4a). 

For the focusing lens of convergence -ţ , 

(27) 
* r*l + *1 

anO the transformed skew ellipse has the points corresponding 
to x 1 • x2 - 0 unchanged (fig. 4b). Note that for a diverging 
lens (f < 0) the sense of the skewed ellipse is reversed. 

The noKuaJLlit.d skew tlUpkt pOAamttttU /*/. 
The position of a skew ellipse in (xx') PS may be deter

mined if there are known the a, », y and t of (24) and (25). 
rig. S presents the normalised parameters of the ellipse. 
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Tig.5 

The normalized parameters of a skew ellipse is (x,x*)P8. 

The definition of R, x, G and B are as followst 

(2C) • -{ , x « 

« • * B 

and implies obelng the condition (25). Note that the position 

of the ellipse may be defined by a complex "impedance" parameter. 

(29) Z - R + jX , 

or a complex "admittance" parameter 

(30) Y - G + jB 

where 

(3D Z * 

like in the electric circuits theory. 

The free space transformer having ft length L acts on the 

"admittance"-parameter of the beam s 
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(32) * 2 - Xx • JL 

while the focusing lens transformer of convergence C » -j acts 

on the "impedance" parameter: 

(33) Z2 - Zx + jC 

where j 2 » - 1 

Tha relationships (32) and (33) permit to apply the transmis

sion line formulas to the optical and charged particle beams. 

1.4. The anctoay bttuttH a thaJigtd pa.KtJ.tlt beam and an. 

optical GauAAia* btam ( TEM00 tattl beam) 

We reveal here the formal analogy between a TEM^ laser 

beam and a charged particle beam during propagation in free 

space ( a drift space) /21/. 

The longitudinal profiletof a Gaussian stigmatic laser 

beam, and its parameters are well known /19/ (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6 

Th« Oausciaa itigaatic basa paraaetert. 

Tha two parameters oil interest ar« tha beam radius 

w(z) and the radius of curvature of tha phasa front R(s). Thay 

f a expressed in funotion of beam waist radius w. and tha far 
o 

field divergence angle a as follows t 

http://pa.KtJ.tlt
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(34) w(i) - w 0Tl + t*s/*w
2)2] 1 / 2 

R(s) « «[l + (tw2/A»)2] 

and nay be linked together In a complex beam parameter qU) 

given by 

(35) - i — - -i j £-
q(z) R(s) *w'(z) 

Note that the relationship between wo and 6 is : 

\ 2w_ 

where b Is the confocal parameter of the beam, I.e. the pro

duct 6 wQ Is constant for a monochromatic beam and may be con

sidered aa the PSE of the beam. 

Other complex parameters are sometimes defined for an 

optical beam /19/: 

™ o (37) z . — - 2 - j z 

which is different of that defined in (29) and 

(38) 

where 

(39) 

tf m 1 -1 
• • ' X ' • 3 . 

If - 1 

, l 

R(z) 

They are represented In complex planes Z or w like orthogonal 

circles analogous to Smith's chart (see also /22/ - /2S/). 

It is noteworth that fig. 6 represents also the longitu

dinal profile of a charged particle bean envelope /2/ with the 

difference that R(z) is not considered and 

(40) w0 - (eG)
1/2 

a -(s/C)1/2 

so that 
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(41) €)w0 - « - constant 

ia the PSE of the charged particle beam and t-*e equation 

(42) w2(x) " w2 • <ex)2 

describes the propagation of tha beam radios and repreaents 

the analogue of the first equation (34). The relationships (40) 

and (41) contain the paraaeter 6 defined in (28). 

As a conclusion to this analogy we point out tnat the PS re -

preaentatlon of a charged particle beam by an elliptic contour 

introduced by Hereward in 1959 /2/ and the associated PSB con

cept nay be applied also to coherent»-Gaussian optical beans. 

1.5. A moxt p*ecX*e dtliMtio* «{ tkt PSE <o* an optical btam 

Let us consider a point source which emits optical power 

in an elementary solid angle do and ah elementary surface dt 

which is normal to tha mean direction of propagation of the po

wer from the source (fig. 7a). The elementary radiant povar dP 

which is emitted In do and dS is : 

(43) dP • P . dO . d6 

where P i s the radiance or the radiant stertace of the source 

(M.ar'^m-2) / 2 6 / . I t any be shown that the product dfi.dS repre

sents the volume element of the four dimensional PS of an opt i 

cal beam / 9 / t 

(44) dfldS - dV - d*dydpxdpy • dq dp 

Integrating (43) for a l l coordinates of the PS the total ra -

diant power emitted by tha source i s obtained < 

(44) P - J p(q, p) dq dp 

PS 

where p(q»p) represents tha radiance of the beam or the densi

ty distribution of the optical power in the PS coordinates. Be -
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fe?ing to fig. 7b, we define the PSE as the area of the shaded 

ellipse, i.e. the ellipse at which the density distribution of 

the optical power falls at a certain value P m l n frusi its aa*l-

mua value P___- tfe choose 

f««) "•in 

so 

{47) PSB • e • area of the shaded ellipse. 

(a) «) 

rig. 7 
The density distrinatios of the optical povtr 

la PS aad «h« P81 definition. 
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The liouvllle's theorem etatea that along a bean ( or during 

propagation of the beam) 

(41} *(q, p) * constant 

or 

(49) P8B - e - constant 

i.e. the radiance is conserved along a bees if the bea» propa

gates through aonabeorbing (or nonaapllfying ) aedia. 

Concerning the above definition of the PSE it avast be 

pointed out see» remarks ; 

- The PS» is different froe the radiometric eaittance (which is 

dP/dS) 

- There are well known invariants in iaage optics which are par

ticular cases of the Liouville'a theorea, like Abbe's sine con

dition /27// the Saith-Lagrange invariant /28/ or the etendue 

of an optical system /ll/. 

- The PSB of an optical beaa is proportional to its wavelength X. 

In conclusion the PS and the PSE dre very powerfull 

tools for treating optical beaas in coherent or noncoherent op

tice. 

2. OPTICAL SOUtCiS AMV TtfEI* f$t, TKANSfOMS Of PSE CONTOURS. 

/13/,/15/,/J*/. 

Let us consider four idealised light sources in the geome

tric optics approximation and their PSE, like In fig. 8A and B 

respectively. 

In (a) a single ray source with point shaped PSE is repre

sented (which aay be considered an approximation of a TBMoo l*ser 

beaa). In (b) a point source with angular extent, physically fea

sible by a TEMoo beaa followed by a strong focusing microscope ob-
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jective , is represented, in (c) a spatially extended and zero 

angular extent source feasible by expanding wi*h a telescope a 

TBl^o beta, is drawn. The (b) and (c) souroas has line shaped» 

zaro PSE. In (d) a source with spatial and angular extent, at 

for instance a ligh. bulb, is presented. It has a nonzero PSE 

represented for example by a rectangle (it «ay be also an ellip

se) . In fig. 8 C and D the transformations of the above PSE con

tours through the simplest optical systems - the free space and 

the ideal (aberration free) focusing lens - are presented. 

It is interesting to note that superimposing two zero 

PSE sources of types (b) and (c) it is obtained also a zero PSE 

source (not a nonzero PSE source of type (d)); this fact is not 

evident if we look the beams only in the real space and not in 

the PS. 

II 

4 

< 

< 

x't 

X* 

f 

• * * • 

x'4 

Ideal» Ixgftt sources, the i r '&£ and s ing le transform? 
ţa PS (A) Light soare»»» »&> PS» figure» of *fc* saurets 
(A1; (C) PSB figures (TJ a f ter s free space ( r e l a ţ i e * -
»hit>* i ? 6 ) ) ; C3>ftt£ f igures (al a f t e r a* i d e a l thin 
f.osu*ing Zeo» (relatiaamo-ip (2T)}. 
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3. HETHQV ANO PEVICE FOR PSE MEASUREMENTS /J3/ - /16/. 

3.I.Tfce pvinc-iple o< the mztkod. 

We restrict ourselves to the usual case of a paraxial 
beam with axial symmetry in the geometric optics approximation. 

The aim of the method is to display on a real plane 
(x,y) the PSE contour corresponding to the (x,x') plane of the 
beam, for fixed values of y and y' and for a specified z. 
The method involves two steps: 

- The selection, by an appropiate collimation of the 
beam on y and y', of an elementary beam which has the same 
distribution in (x, x') as the uncollimated beam; the y coor
dinate is now free of information and may accept information 
about x' distribution of the beam. 

- The processing of the elementary beam so that the x' 

distribution be displayed on the- real y coordinate while the 

x distribution remains displayed on the real x coordinate. This 
processing involves two successive transformations: 

1°. The transformation Tţ which performs at a -certain z 
the correspondence x * k.x'. 

2°. The transformation T 2 which act* at the « poftot where 
T, holds, and performs the correspondence y • k^x, i.e. y» kx' 
(where k * kjk2). it must be outlined that starting from thie 
point along the z axis, the y axis contains the information 
concerning x'. 
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The transformations T^ and T2 must maintain on the x 
axis the information about the x distribution of the beam. 

3.2. Tht block diagram o6 tkt. device 

A PSE measuring device for optical beams «ras puc in ope
ration in 1977. Its block diagram is presented in fig. 9. 

The source is a light bulb or a He-Ne laser; its PSE 
should be measured. The collimator consists of two narrow slits 
directed on x axis and conveniently spaced on 2 so that practi
cally the whole distribution of the beam on y and y' after the 
collimator is zero. The lens is a stigmatic, focusing optical 
system with fQ - the focol distance; it accounts for the trans
formation Tţ which hold in.its focal plane. The optical quadru-
pole /14/, /29/ is the optical analogue of an electric or magne
tic quadrupolar lens. It consists of two cylindrical lense3 one 
convergent and one divergent, with the same focal length f, ce
mented together their axes being at 90° with respect to each 
other. The optical quadrupole Is placed in the focal plane of 
the lens and has the axe» twisted at 45° in respect to the ini
tial x, y axes. It accounts for the transformation T2. The screen 
displays a picture which represents the PS distribution of the 
source in respect to (x,x') coordinates. 

The lens and the optical quadrupole are assumed ideal, ab
erration free thin optical systems. The distances between the 
elements and the numbers corresponding to Input and output plane» ft» 
each optical element are indicated in fig. 9. 

5. J. The input-output KtlationAkip 9{ tht dtvitt 

in order to obtain the input-Output relationship of the 
device we must write the matriceal transforms tor each simple 
optical element t free space of length a (0-1); focusing lens 
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(1-2); free space of length f0 (2-3); 45° twisted optical 

quaarupole (3-4) ; free space of length b (4-5); the matrix 

for rotation with -45° (ih order to obtain the distribution 

in the untwisted coordinate system (x,y) on the screen), and 

to multiply the» in the reverse order from screen to the sou tee.. 

Thus we have the ««trices: 

Free space (0-1) : 

(50) 

1 

0 

1 

0 

(51) 

Stigmatlo focusing system , (1-2) t 

0 

I 
L o 

1 
"1 

(52) 

Free space (1-3) 

1 f 

L-iJ 

L y ; 

1 

0 
q 

*2 

L x 2 

*2 

L y 2 

Optical quaarupole, twisted at 45 in respegt to x, y 

(the new, twisted axes are X, Y) : 
r x j r i oi i"x,"i 

(53 
I * 4 ! x 0 

1 
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In order to obtain the 45 twisted axes, X, Y, we must do the 

transformations: 

X - Y- (x+y) 

(54) Y - ̂  (-x+y) 

{J 
2 

Y'- ̂  (-x'+y'> 

x'- ±± (x'+y') 

and its inverse to obtain the initial x, y axes. 

The free space (4-5) : 

(55) 

L*i. 

b 

1 

b 

1 

- -\ 
X4 
r 

- 4 J 

*4 

Perforating the matriceal products and retaining the 

useful terms x5 and y- (on the screen), we obtain (without col

limator ) : 

(56) 1 
y 5 • T 8 < + <*+ v £»; - H> 

From (56) we observe the following : 

- There exist tht useful terms, which contain the desired in

formation (the first terms in the right side of each equality,. 

- The third terms in the right side which are undeslred but may 

be put to zero due to the collimator (y^ • 0; yQ - 0). 

- The second terms in the right side which connects together the 

distances a and b; they are also undeslred terms but may be pot 

to zero for each : 

(57) b - a-f. 

a > I„ 
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i.e. fo* each pair of the distances a and b for which 

(57) holds. With collimator and for "conjugated" Pittances a, 

b for which (57) holds the input-output relationships become: 

y5 - - T ^ xQ 

i.e. the displayed dimensions x, y of the beam on the screen 

(index 5) is proportional to the PS coordinates x, x' of the 

source (index 0). 

Mote that (57) is equivalent to the condition of imaging 

the source on the screen in the absence of the optical quadru

pole (a - the object distance, f0+b - the image distance). Vary

ing the distance "b", different PS domains corresponding to dif

ferent "a" are displayed on the screen. The device permits the 

self scaling of the PSE picture if two reticles are placed one 

at the source plane and the second at the optical quadrupole in

put. A more detailed discussion of the device is done in /13/. 

1.4. Exptiimtntil itiult* 

The experimental device has f - 65 mm and tQ - 190 iron. 

It permits several types of measurements to be performed. 

- The measurements of the PSE of a light source. The 

source is placed at a convenient distance "a" and the screen 

to its "conjugate" distance "b"; xQ and x£ may be obtained by 

properly scaling the x, y coordinates on the screen. The scale 

factor depends upon the distance b and the optical parameters 

- The measurement of the acceptance of the «easuring device 

itself (the acceptance of a system is the PS volume transmit

ted through it when the input is an infinity large PS volume). 
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The acceptance will be displayed on the screen if a source with 

very large PSE (a large filament light bulb) ia placed at a cer

tain "a". 

- The measurement of the acceptance of an optical system. 

The system to be tested should be placed between a source of 

very large PSE and the measuring device. The acceptance contour 

of the optical system have to be included in the acceptance con

tour of the measuring device. 

- The illustration of the optical transforms. ?S trans -

forms through' simple optical systems like those illustrated in 

fig. 8 can be directly viewed. In fig. 10 the PSE of a light 

bulb followed^ by a free space of two different lengths is pre

sented. Each contour is nearly elliptic and has approximately 

the same area proving experimentally the Liouvilie's theorem. 

Fisj. 11 present, the effect of a 2° prism on the PSE contour of 

a real source (light bulb) followed by a free space. The effect 

is an "angular translation" of the elliptic figure. The low in

tensity of the translated figure is due to the reflections on 

prism surfaces. 

Fig. 10 
The PSE contour t ransformation 
after the beam propagation in 
fret space, at two d i f fe ren t 
distances from the source. The 
PSE area i s conserved (exper i 
mentally prove ot Liouvi l ie ' f l 
theorem)j the x* coordinate r e 

n i n s cons tan t . 

Fig. 11 

Angular translation of an PSE 
contour due to a 2 prism in
serted in the beam path. The 
lower contour is for the ini
tial, undeviated beam. The 
prism translated the figure 
along the x' coordinate of the 

PS. 

- The illustration of spherical aberrations of the lenses. 
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< • 

• 

Ih 
IH 

A. 

x'1 

^ 

2 without obtrratbn 2 with ohc/ro**> 

Fig. 12 

Experimental arrangement for illustrating spherical 
aberration of a len3 (up) and the corresponding PSE 
contours at various measurement planes (down). S-
point source with angular extent; X-lens to be test
ed ; iiM-device for measuring PSE; E - screen. 

Fig. 12 presents an experimental arrangement for Illustrating 

spherical aberrations In PS. In Pig. 13 two PSE figures obtained 

in sucii an arrangement are presented. 

Pig. 13 

Display of the PSE contours after beam propagation 
through two different lenses with spherical aberr

ations . 
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- The measuring of PSE for astigmatic beams and other 
kind of aberrations like coma and chromatic aberrations /30/. 

In conclusion the proposed method has some advantages: 
simplicity, may be applied to both charged particle and optical 
beams. The experimental device besides it proves the proposed 
method it also reveals the possibility to deal with optical 
matters in PS. 

4. SVSTEUJC ASPECTS IN VS /SI/ - /33/ 

Very briefly we only sketch some system theory problems 
whiiţh may be applied to linear optical systems in PS. 

4.1. The moJLn pKoblim* o{ tyitem thioiy 114/ 

- Signal representation. The mathematical treatment of 
the input and output signals of a system. 

- System characterizatibn. The system is viewed as an 
operator converting inputs into outputs. The mathematical re -
presentation of this operator or the input-output relation -
ships of the system. 

- System identification. Given a class of systems, to 
determine a system equivalent to the searched one studying its 
response to some special test signals* As an example obtaining 
the transfer function of an electric circuit is a matter of 
identification. 

- System analysis. To obtain the output signal of a 
system knowing the input signal and the characteristic function 
(or operator) of the system (or input-output<relationships). 

4.t. Optical signal ntpKt*t*taU,p* In ?$ 
/ In electric circuits the signals ţire represented as 
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functions or a single variable which is the time or its one-

dimensional Fourier transform dual, the frequency /35/. In holo

graphy and optical data processing the signals are functions of 

two variables which are spatial coordinates x, y or their two-

dimensional* Fourier transform duals the spatial frequencies /36/, 

/40/. We propose the treatment of a stigmatic optical beam as 

a bidimensional signal In PS. The signal is a function of two 

variables f(x, x') (coordinate» angle) which have their bidimen

sional Fourier transform duals (angle» coordinate). The functior 

fix» x') is nonzero on a PS domain bounded by the emittance 

contour a(x, x') = 0. For example we indicate the Oirac « 

functions in PS suitable for testing the linear optical systems. 

(59) f(x,x') - «(x,x')« i(x).«(x') 

represents an axial trajectory (fig. 8 B , a) 

(60) f(x,x') - «(x-xx, x'-xp = «(x-x1).«(x'-x£) 

represents an off axis trajectory. 

(61) f(x,x') - Mx) . ?(x') 

represents a distribution on the "angle" line x • 0, ?(x') 

being the density on the x' direction (fig. 8 B,b). 

(62) f(x,x') - e(x'). *(x) 

represents a distribution on the coordinate line x' « 0, 

• (x) being the density on the x direction (fig. 8 B» c) 

(63) f(x,x') - «C«(x, x')] 

represents a distribution on a contour given by a(x,x') » 0 

Note that the distributions (59) and (60) are physically TSM0O 

laser beams which are the minimum PSB optical beams physically 

obtainable. 
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4.3. Opticii iţnttm ckaKacttKiiation in fS 

The optical system is viewed as an operator which acts 
on bidimensional (x,x') signals from Inputs to outputs. Por 
linear optical systems an input "output relationship like • 
bidimensional convolution may be used. The weighted function 
is the characteristic function of the system and may be deter -
mined like the response to a * input. The properties of the 
characteristic function are related to the intrinsic proper -
ties of the PS and to the Liouville's theorem /31/. So a point 
distribution in PS at the input of the optical system is trans
formed into a point distribution in PS at the output of the op
tical system. 

4.4. The ţilttKina p\opc\ty o{ the optical iyitemi in ?S 

Any optical system transmits only partially an infinite 
PSE beam, i.e. acts as a filter in PS. The acceptance of the op
tical system, i.e. the PS contour and area (hypervolume) which 
is transmitted by the System foe an infinite PSE input repre -
sents the filtering characteristic of>that system. 

4.5. Optical i if it cm analytii in PS 

Knowing the characteristic funccion of an optical sys
tem in PS and the input Signal (beam) in PS it is possible to 
know the output signal (beam) in PS. Por the simpleroptical systems 
and tha input beams already discussed (the free space, the 
focusing lens) the results are obtained in f31/, /33/. 

4.6. Optical tyitcm optimization 

The matching of a PSE contour of a source to a PS ac
ceptance contour of a target (receiver, detector) is a matter 
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of optimization of optical systems and beams in PS. The accept

ance ajrea must be greater than the PSE area in order to inter -

cept the whole beam. 

Other possible system theory extensions in PS are the 

synthesis of an optical system and the stability of the trajec

tories in an optical system (lijce a laser resonator). 

We conclude that systemic approach-may be extended 

from electrical circuits, holography, and nonlinear optics /37/ 

to PS treatment of optical systems and beams. 

5. SOME APPLICATIONS 

- The optical concentrator /ll/. This is a device (fig, 

14) intended for concentrating.a beam entering to an aperture 

of diameter at into an output beam of diameter a2*
 T n* concern -

tration ratio is t 

al 2 

(64) C - ( -±) 

Pig. lU 

The optical concentrator, a^ein 6,m a?**0 *2 

Due to the finite PSE, of the input and output beam, 

and Liouville's theorem, it is net possible to obtain any value 

of c. The maximum concentration ratio is 
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< 6 5 ) ^ ' ^ 

obtainable for €2 = 7 • 

The nonimaging concentrators assure a greater concentra

tion ratio than imaging concentrators Al/. 

- The PSE of a second harmonm generated (SHG) coherent 

beam is smaller than of the fundamental bean (PSEec X). It re

sults in more efficient effects on small targets of SHG beam 

if the SHG efficiency is high enough (90% efficiency in SHG 

is now obtainable /38/). 

T other PS treatments of optical problems were already 

mentioned in the part 1 of the lecture. 

- Extensions of the PS treatment of nonlinear optical 

systems» i.e. systems with aberrations and systems with non -

linear characteristic operators are now under the study. 

As a conclusion we mention the power full of the PS 

concepts in treating theoretically and experimentally optical 

problems. 
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